traffic characteristics using the cubic spline (CS) interpolation method [2] and predicts the next video frame. Using intensive simulation study, we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with three well-known prediction algorithms in the research literature: the prediction scheme using adaptive network fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [3] , least mean square (LMS)-based prediction [4] , and neural network (NN)-based MPEG-4 video traffic prediction algorithm [5] .
II. Prediction Algorithm Using CS Interpolation
The proposed algorithm first extracts the statistical properties from the observed past traffic patterns by calculating the probability density function (PDF) of frame size. Thereafter, it utilizes the PDF for the prediction of next frame. We call this proposed algorithm PuP, a prediction algorithm using PDF.
PDF Estimation Using CS Interpolation
For PDF calculation, we use the CS interpolation method which is widely used in piecewise polynomial approximation [2] . The CS interpolation fits a polynomial to a set of data points, based on the idea of connecting every adjacent pair of control points by a cubic. Note that each pair of control points has a different cubic. The individual cubic functions are then joined together at every control point into a smooth curve, resulting in a complete fitting function, f(x), over the entire range.
Suppose we have n control points, (x i, y i ), i = 1,…, n. Then f(x) consists of n-1 cubic segments, S i (x), of the following form: 3 2 ( ) 
Real-Time MPEG-4 VBR Video Traffic Prediction
In MPEG-coded video sequences, I-, P-, and B-frames are arranged in a deterministic pattern called group of picture (GOP). PuP first separates the video frames into I, P, and B subgroups by GOP pattern, and measures the size of frames within each subgroup. For the prediction of the next frame, it considers the last N frames it measured. In other words, to predict the k-th frame, it calculates the PDF of the frame size using the N frames from the (k-N)th to the (k-1)th, which we define as rWin k . As shown in Fig. 1 , to predict the size of the k-th I-frame, our algorithm calculates the PDF of the frame size for the frames from I k-N to I k-1 , that is, rWin k . Note that 1 and
First, PuP finds the maximum frame size, P max , and the minimum frame size, P min , among rWin k . Then, we divide the closed interval [P min , P max ] into m subintervals equally, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Let us define the i-th subinterval SI i as
Based on the frame size, we categorize every frame of rWin k  into each subinterval. For example, if the size of a frame is larger than P 3 and does not exceed P 4 , the frame belongs to SI 3 . Let us denote the number of frames belonging to a subinterval SI i as q i . Then, for PDF calculation, we choose m control points as 1 
and
, for =1, , . 2
In order to calculate the PDF of the frame size for rWin k , PuP uses m control points for CS interpolation. Consequently, PuP obtains the PDF of the frame size for rWin k , that is, f X (x).
Furthermore, from the f X (x), the mean μ k and the standard deviation σ k also can be derived easily. Finally, PuP predicts the 
where E k-1 is the prediction error for the size of frame I k-1 , and σ k-1 is the standard deviation derived from PDF calculated by rWin k-1 in the previous step, as shown in Fig. 1 . This means that PuP learns the prediction error from the previous step and utilizes it for the next prediction. In the same way, the prediction algorithm is applicable without any modification to the prediction of P-and B-frames.
III. Performance Analysis
Using real-world MPEG-4 video traffic traces, we conducted intensive simulations to compare the performance of our algorithm and three well-known prediction algorithms, ANFIS, LMS, and NN. The high quality video traffic traces used in this study are obtained from [6] . More details of traffic characteristics and encoding schemes about the video traces are available in [6] .
As a performance metric, we use root mean square error (RMSE). The RMSE is the ratio between the sum of the square of the prediction errors and the sum of the square of the actual values. It can be written as where Size is the actual value and Size is the predicted one. Table 1 summarizes the performance evaluations in terms of RMSE. Note that N and the number of subintervals are fixed as five and three, respectively, in all the simulations. They were selected as producing the best prediction performance after conducting the simulations with different values. In [3] , RMSE was used as a performance metric. We used the same video traces in our evaluations as in [3] ; hence, the RMSE for ANFIS, LMS and NN in Table 1 are from [3] . The results reveal that our algorithm outperforms ANFIS, LMS and NN in most cases. PuP shows 14% improvement on average over ANFIS, 40% over LMS, and 49.7% over NN. The best prediction improvement is approximately 96.4%. In rare cases, the predictions of PuP are somewhat inaccurate compared to other prediction schemes; however, for P-frames, our algorithm always makes more accurate predictions than other prediction algorithms. Moreover, it offers good performance for B-frame prediction except for Aladdin and ARD Talk. This is because Pand B-frames have strong correlations with other P-and Bframes, and they are encoded from other I-and P-frames, while I-frames are encoded with no information from any other frames. The performance results indicate the success of our proposed algorithm in predicting real-time VBR video traffic.
IV. Conclusion
We presented a novel prediction algorithm for real-time MPEG-4 VBR video traffic. To capture the traffic property from a VBR video stream, we calculate the PDF using the CS interpolation method and utilize it for the prediction of the next frame. The simulation results conducted with real-world MPEG-4 VBR video traffic showed that PuP significantly improves prediction accuracy compared to that of the ANFIS, LMS, and NN algorithms.
